
Paper processes lead to errors, 
omissions, unreliable reporting, and 
violations. As a result, operations 
struggle to keep vehicles, equipment 
and sites running on schedule and 
compliant.

Issues that should be caught during 
daily inspections can fall through 
the cracks when manual handoffs 
are involved, leading to delays that, 
unexpected downtime and increased 
maintenance costs.

When inspections aren’t done 
correctly or reported in real time, 
nobody is held accountable for the 
damage to your vehicles, equipment 
or brand and operators are at risk.

IntelliShift Inspect
Connecting operations and maintenance with digital inspections 

PROBLEMS INSPECT SOLVES

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

IntelliShift Inspect helps your operation connect critical safety and compliance processes to overall business 
performance. Inspect is an inspection app that streamlines daily inspections and maintenance initiation for vehicles, 
assets, equipment, job sites and more. It creates forms that are configured to meet the unique needs of your business 
and uses digital reporting and automated alerts to optimize processes across your operations. With Inspect, you can 
ensure data collection meets your exact requirements and you’ll know that your operators are completing their 
inspections the right way every time.

BENEFITS

1. Configured to your unique operations

Digital forms are customizable, so you can configure them 
to fit any business process, safety protocol, or federal, state 
and local compliance requirements.

2. Reduce vehicle and asset downtime by 
connecting inspections to maintenance

Prevent issues from falling through the cracks with real-time 
issue reporting and proactive maintenance initiation. Capture 
signatures and photo evidence and confirm work completion 
before use.



STAYING COMPLIANT WITH DAILY VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT INSPECTIONS

4. Streamline and expedite compliance reporting

Eliminating pencil whipping and paperwork in your incident 
and compliance reporting process saves countless hours of 
manual work.

Operations/Safety creates 
custom inspection 
checklists to meet local, 
state and federal compliance 
requirements,

Operator uses mobile app to 
complete required pre-trip or 
pre-use inspection of vehicle 
or equipment,

Operator notices damage to 
the side of asset, snaps 
photo and records inspection 
failure. When the inspection is 
submitted, operator alerts 
maintenance of work needed,

Safety manager is alerted of 
failed inspection, and 
maintenance is proactively 
scheduled.

DIFFERENTIATORS

Forms can be configured and connected to any business or operations process, including incident reporting and 
maintenance initiation

Can be used as a standalone app or as part of IntelliShift’s end-to-end connected operations solution 

Part of the integrated In The Field mobile app for your workforce, complete with inspections and operator safety modules. 

PART OF THE CONFIGURABLE INTELLISHIFT PLATFORM

Learn how digital transformation of your safety and compliance inspections will benefit your operations. 
Let’s chat.  

Fast and accurate inspections are just the beginning. When leveraged as part of a total vehicle and asset management 
solution, Inspect helps you normalize data across your field operations. Configure custom digital forms for any critical business 
process, automating reporting that can be used for preventative maintenance, process optimization, plus safety and 
compliance improvements.

IntelliShift is the leading platform for connected vehicle and asset operations, delivering unified data and actionable insights to 
intelligently predict and optimize business performance.
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3. Ensure your processes are followed on time,
every time

Receive alerts and proof of inspection instantly, so you know 
the moment required business processes are completed 
accurately.

Discover how much Inspect will save you.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

https://intellishift.com/roi-calculator/
https://www.intellishift.com/request-demo/

